The potential fluctuations in III-nitride quantum wells lead to many effects like emission broadening and S-shape energy vs. temperature dependence. The best description of the energy dependence comes from calculations based on Gaussian density of states. However, in most of the published reports, changes of carrier lifetime with energy and temperature are not taken into account. Since experimental evidence shows that lifetime significantly depends on energy and temperature, here we propose a model that describes two basic parameters of luminescence: lifetime of carries and emission energy as a function of temperature in the case of quantum wells and layers that are characterized by potential fluctuations. Comparison of the measured energy and lifetime dependences on temperature in specially grown InGaN/GaN quantum wells and InAlGaN layer shows very good agreement with the proposed theoretical approach.
Introduction
Radiative recombination of excitons (or uncoupled electron-hole pairs) is the main physical phenomenon decisive for efficient light emission in light emitting diodes and laser diodes. For devices consisting of InGaN/GaN quantum wells (QWs) the recombination strongly depends on localization of carriers. This effect is also well pronounced in layers of ternary and quaternary nitride semiconductors. The inhomogeneous In-distribution and QW width fluctuations result in carrier localization effective in the low temperature and weak carrier excitation regimes. High enough temperatures and strong excitation of carriers cause their delocalization. Potential fluctuations have been observed by many authors. Beside of structural studies by means of transmission electron microscopy, optical measurements have been used quite often. Results obtained by the latter methods supply useful information via analysis of the emission energy (E PL ) shift with temperature and time. Standard thermal dependence of E PL in pure semiconductors (binary alloys) behaves similarly to the band gap. It decreases monotonically with temperature and can be described by simple functions [1] [2] [3] . However, in structures made of alloys (like GaInN/GaN QW) the photoluminescence (PL) energy dependence on temperature is more complicated [4] [5] [6] . During heating of the QW sample from cryogenic temperature region, E PL decreases at first, than increases, and decreases again at high temperatures resulting in so called "S-shape". It is explained by potential fluctuations. At low temperatures, carriers * corresponding author; e-mail: piotr.drozdz@fuw.edu.pl relax to regions of lower potential. While the temperature is increased, carriers start to thermally escape, so E PL obtains higher values. At higher temperatures the standard bandgap dependence on T plays dominant role, i.e., E PL decreases with T . Analysis of the S-shape dependence can give information about the amplitude and shape of potential fluctuations which is important for determination of the recombination effectiveness [7] .
Several attempts have been made to describe thermal dependence of E PL [8] . They were based on assumption of some scattered density of states (DOS) in the fluctuating potential that is occupied by carriers according to the Boltzmann distribution [8] or more complicated dependence [9] . However, it was assumed that radiative recombination time is independent of temperature and energy. Due to the significant discrepancies between these assumptions and the experimental observations we decided to propose an improved approach to the problem of fluctuation-induced S-shape in temperature dependence of E PL .
Theory
The thermodynamic dependence of GaN band gap can be estimated by simple formula [3] , however in order to describe this dependence in InGaN compound, fluctuations of indium content must be taken into account.
In order to describe thermal dependence of E PL in the case of such fluctuations, Eliseev [8] proposed Gaussian density of states (DOS) of the form
where E 0 is the central energy, and σ is dispersion (see Fig. 1 ). It has been assumed that the carrier distribution function obeys the Boltzmann statistics f (E, T ) = (1209) Fig. 1 . Scheme of fluctuations that lead to the broad density of states ρ, centered at E0. Ea is delocalisation threshold.
The energy of electron density maximum, E eff (T ), is related to ideal material bandgap E S (T ), by factor ε(T ):
2 [8] . The Eliseev theory successfully describes energy dependence in high temperatures, however, it fails in lower temperatures.
The description in low temperature range was improved by Li et al. [9] . In the introduced model, thermal activation and the transfer of excitons/carriers localized at different potential minima was taken into account. Li and collaborators assumed that the trapping and escape are internal processes that do not change global number of particles. Moreover, these processes are in equilibrium, so the shape of the carrier distribution does not change with time. The number of particles decreases only by radiative recombination characterized by time τ r . Both radiative recombination and thermal escape are assumed to be time and energy independent [9] . Such approach gives model that describes S-shape quite well, however, it neglects changes of recombination time with energy and temperature. Since experimental evidence points to significant thermal dependence of lifetime, here we propose an improved approach that gives proper recombination vs. temperature dependence. Since photons have very low momentum, emission of light by moving particle is suppressed by momentum conservation rule. The dependence of an average momentum and a radiative lifetime for n-dimensional objects should be proportional to T n/2 [10] . For 0-dimensional structures (localized particles), radiative recombination time should be constant [11] , whereas for quantum wells linear dependence between radiative recombination time and temperature takes place. Since particles are distributed over many states, we must estimate the proportions of localized to delocalized particles. We assume that the fraction proportional to exp((E a − E)/k B T ) is delocalized. Therefore, we propose the following formula to approximate radiative time, τ r , dependence on energy and temperature:
where τ a is the time constant, E a is the energy of delocalization and α is a lifetime-temperature coefficient. For low temperatures τ r can be approximated by constant τ a , whereas for high energy and temperatures, linear dependence becomes important. Since recombination probability (1/τ r ) dependence on energy, it changes shape of emission peak. Position of the PL peak maximum can be found by calculation of the factor ε(T ) by solving of the following expression:
where ∆E is a difference between delocalization energy E a and central energy E 0 . Equation (4) can be solved numerically.
Effective recombination rate, r eff , depends also on nonradiative recombination
where r nrad is the nonradiative recombination rate and E nrad is thermal activation energy. Note that in formula (5), continuous delocalization of the carriers is assumed.
Experiment
Two samples, A and B, were used in our experiments. Sample A was grown using standard metal organic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD) technique. Its structure contained 1 µm layer of GaN:Si, with silicon concentration equal to 3 × 10 18 /cm 3 , then 40 nm thick In 0.02 Ga 0.098 N buffer layer was grown, which was also Si doped with the same concentration. On top of this buffer layer, three 3.5 nm In 0.06 Ga 0.094 N quantum wells were grown, and all structure was covered by 20 nm GaN cap. This sample contained many regions in which photoluminescence energy changes in controlled way (see Ref. [12] ).
Sample B was fabricated using molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) method and contained 110 nm thick layer of undoped GaN grown on gallium nitride template. On top of that layer, Al 0.15 Ga 0.85 N alloy was grown of the thickness of 21 nm, followed by 10 nm of GaN. Next layers were Ga 0.89 In 0.11 N, Al 0.14 Ga 0.885 In 0.055 N and Ga 0.93 In 0.07 N with thickness 40, 18, and 18 nm, respectively. PL was measured in temperatures from 4 K to 300 K in continuous flow helium cryostat. The samples were excited by 0.1 ps pulses of the third harmonic of Ti:sapphire laser (300 nm). Temporal dependence of PL was measured with the use of a streak-camera.
The PL spectra (see Fig. 2 ) consisted of a few peaks. In both samples signal from exciton bound to donors could be seen at 3.47 eV, which is characteristic for GaN. Peaks from the main GaInN layers could be seen at energies 3.33 eV and 2.96 eV in samples A and B, respectively. The full width at half-maximum for the QW peak of sample A was 70 meV at helium temperature and it increased above 100 meV at room temperature. Sample B showed strong interference fringes, so it was not possible to determine width of the peak.
It is visible that spectra change their intensity and energies. Intensity of GaN band to band emission decreases more than order of magnitude from 4 K to 300 K. Similar changes of intensity are observed also for the sample B, for all peaks. However, the intensity of GaInN QW emission in the sample A decreases only 4 times in room temperature. The energy of GaN peak decreases monotonically with temperature from 3.47 eV to 3.41 eV while peaks from GaInN layers reveal S-shape dependence.
For the sample A, in temperature range 4-150 K the energy decreases and increases back of about 5 meV. Sample B has better visible S-shape. Cooling from 120 K to 4 K causes energy decreases from 2.99 eV to 2.97 eV. It is due to carriers diffusion to energy minima, enabled by long carrier lifetime in this temperature range. For the sample B lifetime becomes significantly longer during cooling below 100 K (see Fig. 3b ).
The data present in Fig. 3 were analyzed on base of Eliseev's theory at T > 70 K and on the base of theory proposed in this paper in full range. Equations (2), (4), and (5) were fitted at the same time with the common parameters. For energy and lifetime data sets, sum of least squares (S 2 E and S 2 t ) were calculated and fitting procedure was realized by minimizing the length of vector of sums of least squares ( S 2 E + S 2 t ). The values of parameters obtained during fitting procedures are shown in Table I . In the case of sample A, there was significant radiative recombination, that dominated even in higher temperatures, which caused the growth of PL lifetime with temperature, as predicted by Eq. (3), in range up to 250 K.
From analysis of curves plotted in Fig. 3 we can deduce that in sample A recombination is mainly radiative even at high temperature while sample B has strong nonradiative recombination starting already at low temperature (50 K). This result explains the observed behaviors of PL intensity in both samples. Sample A is bright up to high temperatures while sample B intensity decreases with temperature due to high nonradiative recombination rate.
Conclusions
We propose a model of recombination that involves effects of low-temperature excitons/carriers localization due to the potential fluctuations in quantum wells and layer of nitride semiconductors. This new model introduces the dependence of recombination time on energy and temperature, which are demonstrated by variety of experiments. The proposed model describes very well thermal dependences of both energy and recombination time observed in experiment performed on two samples. The two investigated samples have different proportions of radiative and non-radiative recombination. The deduced recombination properties described well temperature dependences of photoluminescence energy and exciton decay for the InGaN/GaN quantum wells and InAlGaN layer samples.
